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Abstract 

 

Memory Intrusions in Young Adults with and without Language 

Learning Disability 

 

 

 

 

Virginia Grace Blecher, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Li Sheng 

 

  This report investigated the various types of memory intrusion errors of adults 

with language learning disability (LLD) in comparison to age- and gender-matched 

typically developing (TD) adults using lists that are specifically designed to induce 

memory intrusions adapted from Roediger and McDermott (1995) and modified by 

Watson et al. (2001; 2003). The 28 participants between the ages of 18;9 – 24;3 listened 

to pre-recorded lists of twelve words that converged on a critical lure either semantically, 

phonologically, or dually with a hybrid list. 

  This report tested the hypotheses that 1) hybrid lists would be more likely to 

induce memory intrusions of the critical lure than either semantic or phonological lists for 

each group; 2) adults with LLD would demonstrate more intrusion errors than their TD 
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counterparts; 3) the error profiles of the LLD and TD groups should be largely similar; 

however, the adults with LLD might show deficits in extracting the semantic gist of word 

lists in light of such patterns in children with specific language impairment (Sheng & 

McGregor, 2010a).  

 Results showed that the hybrid lists induced the greatest number of critical lure 

intrusions producing a super-additive effect. Contrary to our hypothesis, the LLD group 

did not produce more memory intrusions than the TD group. The fact that the two groups 

performed similarly on all standardized measures suggests that the participants with LLD 

may have outgrown their disability. Results also revealed that interference and intrusions 

increased when there was an increase in phonological similarity among words for both 

groups.  Lastly, our preliminary evidence suggests that adults with LLD are not as 

efficient as their TD counterparts at extracting the gist of semantically-related words. The 

inclusion of a greater number of participants may provide stronger support for the 

hypothesis that lexical-semantic organization is less efficient in young adults with LLD.   
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Introduction 

  Past research has focused on language learning disorders in children and the error 

patterns of memory recall among these children. However, few studies have examined 

the various types of memory intrusions in adults with language learning deficits.  In this 

study, the various types of memory intrusion errors of adults with language learning 

disability (LLD) in comparison to age- and gender-matched typically developing (TD) 

adults were investigated using lists that are specifically designed to induce memory 

intrusions.  Three questions were explored: (1) Are certain kinds of lists (semantic, 

phonological, or hybrid) more likely to induce memory intrusions?  (2) Do adults with 

LLD demonstrate more errors of memory intrusion than TD? and (3) Are there 

differences in the error profiles between the LLD and the TD populations? 

 The task required each individual to listen to pre-recorded lists of twelve words 

that are either semantically-related, phonologically-related, or a combination of both. 

After listening to each list, the participants attempted to recall as many of the words as 

possible. Their responses and errors were coded and analyzed to determine error patterns 

and potential similarities and differences amongst the two tested populations.   

 In the following section of this thesis, we describe and define the target 

population, briefly review the literature on lexical-semantic organization in children and 

adults with language impairment, and explicate the experimental paradigm. This review 

will provide support for the selected research design as well as the associated hypotheses.   
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LANGUAGE LEARNING DISABILITY 

 

 Learning Disability (LD) is a commonly used term in an educational setting. LD is 

defined as ―a disorder in understanding or using language, whether the area of language 

is listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, or mathematical abilities‖ (U.S. 

Department of Education, 2000). Not all LDs are language based, but a considerable 

proportion of the individuals with LD show primary deficits in the domain of language 

learning. These individuals are hence referred to as having a language learning disability 

(LLD) (Paul, 2007).  

 Language learning disabilities affect children and adults. Among school-age 

students LLD often manifests as a reading disorder. One subtype of reading disorder is 

developmental dyslexia. According to the National Institutes of Health (as cited in 

Dyslexia Statistics, 2009), dyslexia affects from 2% to 15% of the entire United States‘ 

population. In addition, researchers have also estimated that about 5% to 9% of school-

aged children have dyslexia, however, this figure may go as high as 17%.   

 LLD can be diagnosed among preschool children under a different label – specific 

language impairment (SLI). Nearly half of the preschoolers diagnosed with SLI continue 

to experience difficulties that warrant the diagnosis of LLD during school-age years 

(Kemp, Parrila, & Kirby, 2009). In addition, research revealed a continuity between SLI 

as a child and LLD in young adulthood (e.g., Poll, Betz, & Miller, 2010; Tomblin, 

Freese, & Records, 1992). In Poll et al. (2010) adults with LLD could be distinguished 

from controls through the use of standardized measures of phonological processing, 
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working memory, and grammatical knowledge of tense and agreement marking. These 

are the same measures identified as behavioral markers of SLI in childhood (Leonard, 

1998). 

LEXICAL- SEMANTIC DEFICITS IN LLD  

 

 Research studies with children with LLD indicate that these children have smaller 

vocabulary, experience more word retrieval difficulties, and make more errors in 

confrontational naming tasks and connected discourse in comparison to age peers (e.g., 

Leonard, 1998; McGregor, 1997; Sheng & McGregor, 2010b; Watkins, Kelly, Harbers, 

& Hollis, 1995). In addition, it was hypothesized that children with LLD have weaker 

lexical-semantic organization than their typically developing peers (Dollaghan, 1992). 

Sheng and McGregor (2010a) used a repeated word association task to test this 

hypothesis. Children with and without LLD aged 5 to 8 responded with three associations 

to each auditorily presented stimulus. Results revealed that the children with LLD 

produced fewer semantic associates (e.g., eye – mouth, nose, blink, glasses), more 

phonological associates (e.g., eyes – pies, guys, ice), and more unrelated associates (e.g., 

eyes – floor, yummy) than their age matched peers. An additional group of younger 

vocabulary-matched controls were also included. In comparison to the vocabulary-

matched peers, the children with LLD generated fewer semantic associates, more 

unrelated associates, and a comparable number of phonological associates. These 

findings suggest that children with LLD seem to continue to use a less mature 

phonological organization strategy typical of younger children without LLD. In addition, 
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their difficulties with semantic relationships are significant even in comparison to 

younger children with a similar vocabulary size.   

 Several longitudinal studies indicate that LLD persists into adulthood (Johnson et 

al., 1999; St Claire, Pickles, Durkin, & Conti-Ramsden, 2011; Young et al., 2002). The 

results of these studies suggest that adults with LLD continue to have smaller vocabulary 

than age expectations. It is possible that deficits in vocabulary size would lead to less 

efficient lexical-semantic organization in these adults. In the present study, this 

hypothesis is tested using a paradigm especially designed for this purpose. 

THE FALSE MEMORY PARADIGM 

 

A person‘s memory intrusions can be used as a window into understanding the 

organization of one‘s lexicon. In a false memory paradigm, the participant is presented 

with a list of words carefully crafted to prime a certain non-presented target word 

(Roediger & McDermott, 1995). Primes may be semantic associates (e.g., puppy, bite, 

pet, bone; all of which are related to ―dog‖ in meaning), phonological associates (e.g., 

log, dock, fog, dig; all of which are related to ―dog‖ in sound) (Roediger & McDermott, 

1995; Sommers & Lewis, 1999), or a hybrid of both semantic and phonological 

associates (e.g., puppy, log, bite, dock) (Watson, Balota, & Roediger, 2003; Watson, 

Balota, & Sargent-Marshall, 2001). 

Roediger and McDermott (1995) and Sommers and Lewis (1999) demonstrated 

that false recall of the critical lure was higher than veridical recall of words presented in 

the middle of the list. More recently, Watson and colleagues (Watson et al., 2003; 
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Watson et al., 2001) compared false recall of the critical lure using semantic lists, 

phonological lists, and hybrid lists. They found super-additive effects of the hybrid lists 

in eliciting the critical lure. In other words, the hybrid list was more likely to induce a 

recall of the critical lure (49%) than the semantic (15%) and phonological lists (28%) 

combined (values were estimates using data from young adults in Figure 2, p. 260, 

Watson et al., 2001).    

 There are two theories that explain memory intrusions. The first is known as the 

Activation-Monitoring Theory (Roediger & McDermott, 1995). This theory states that 

hearing a word sends spreading activation to semantically or phonologically-related 

associates in an individual‘s lexical networks.  During recall, both the presented words 

and the non-presented critical lure are activated and the participant may find it difficult to 

distinguish the sources of activation for these words. Together, spreading activation and 

source-monitoring difficulties lead to high probability of false recall of critical lures.  

Because hybrid lists provide converging activation of the meaning and sound of the 

critical lure, these lists are the most conducive to recall of these items. 

 The Fuzzy Trace Theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) offers a different explanation of 

memory intrusions. According to this theory, an individual may create a verbatim (or 

word-for-word) trace or a gist (or general thematic) trace of a presented list. During 

development, individuals show an increased reliance on ―fuzzy‖ (or gist) traces. For 

example, during recall of auditorily presented word lists (e.g., nap, bed, rest, snore), 5-

year-olds are more likely to falsely recall a word that rhymes with a stimulus (e.g., tap 

and store, which respectively rhyme with nap and snore) rather than a word that is 
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semantically-related to the stimuli (e.g., sleep, pillow), whereas 11-year-olds show the 

opposite pattern. Meanwhile, 8-year-olds falsely recall phonological and semantic 

associates to a similar extent (Dewhurst & Robinson, 2004). These findings suggest that 

during development, children shift from a heightened sensitivity to the phonological 

properties of words to a keen awareness of semantic relations between words. 

 Recall that Sheng and McGregor (2010a) found that children with LLD may 

perseverate on the use of phonological similarity and show a delay in the use of semantic 

similarity when asked to generate word associations. These patterns suggest that children 

with LLD would pay more attention to the surface features (verbatim traces) of words 

and have difficulties extracting the gist of a list in a false memory task. This deficit may 

persist into adulthood, a possibility that is explored via the present study.  

THE PRESENT STUDY 

 

 The foregoing review suggests that deficits in lexical-semantic organization may 

persist in adulthood among individuals with LLD. In this study, we test this hypothesis 

using a false memory paradigm (Watson et al., 2001). Specifically, adults with LLD and 

controls matched on age and gender listened to pre-recorded lists of twelve words that 

converged on a critical lure either semantically, phonologically, or dually. We sought to 

answer three questions: (1) Are certain kinds of lists (semantic, phonological, or hybrid) 

more likely to induce intrusions of the critical lure?  (2) Do adults with LLD demonstrate 

more errors of memory intrusion than TD?; and (3) Are there differences in the error 

profiles between the LLD and the TD populations? 
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Based on previous research, we made the following hypotheses. First, the hybrid 

lists will be more likely to induce memory intrusions of the critical lure than either 

semantic or phonological lists; and this should be true for both the LLD and TD groups. 

Second, based on the literature on naming errors in children with LLD (e.g., McGregor, 

1997; Sheng & McGregor, 2010b), we hypothesized that adults with LLD would 

demonstrate more intrusion errors than their TD counterparts. Last, error profiles should 

be largely similar between the two groups (e.g., McGregor, 1997; Sheng & McGregor, 

2010b). However, given difficulties in semantic processing among children with LLD 

(Sheng & McGregor, 2010a), we may expect the adults with LLD to show deficits in 

extracting the semantic gist of word lists (hence, fewer critical lure intrusions and/or 

fewer non-critical semantic intrusions) and to make more unrelated or perseveration 

(repetition) errors.   
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Methods 

PARTICIPANTS 

 

 Twenty-eight young adults between the ages of 18;9 and 24;3 (years; months) 

participated in this research study. All participants were monolingual speakers of English 

with no history of neurological, hearing, or cognitive deficits per participant report and 

examiner observation/testing. All young adults were college students in the Austin Area, 

either attending The University of Texas at Austin or St. Edward‘s University. All 

participants were protected by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Texas-

Austin and compensated $20.00 for their involvement in the study. Participants were 

recruited through an email to either St. Edward‘s University or the University of Texas at 

Austin‘s Services for Students with Disabilities, flyers posted in the Austin area, and an 

online social-media advertisement.  

 Fourteen adults with LLD and fourteen TD adults participated in this study. The 

mean ages of the LLD and TD groups were 20.85 and 20.78, respectively. Groups were 

balanced for education level and gender distribution. Seven male and seven females in 

each group evenly balanced the two populations of interest.  

 All participants met the following inclusion criteria: (a) Nonverbal IQ above 80 as 

measured by the Matrices subtest of the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test- Second Edition 

(K-BIT-2; Kaufman & Kaufman, 2003); and (b) unremarkable  emotional, social, or 

psychiatric development. 
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 Participants in the TD group met the following additional criteria to verify their 

status as typically developing: (a) scores no lower than 1.3 standard deviation below the 

means on the following measures: The Memory for Digits (MD) subtest and The Non-

word Repetition (NWR) subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing 

(C-TOPP; Wagner, Torgesen & Rashote, 1999), the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test- 

Fourth Edition (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007), and the Test of Adolescent Language- 

Second Edition (TOAL-II; Hammill, Brown, Larsen, & Wiederhotl, 1987); and (b) no 

current or prior concern regarding speech and language development. One TD participant 

had a standard score of 74 on the TOAL-Spoken subtest; however, he scored within the 

normal range on all the other tests. Six of the 14 TD participants scored below 1SD (a 

standard score of 6 or lower) on the non-word repetition subtest of the C-TOPP. 

However, all of these individuals scored within the normal range on all the remaining 

tests (Maddox, 2011). 

 Participants in the LLD group met the following additional criteria for inclusion:  

(a) registration with their respective university‘s Services for Students with Disability; 

and (b) Diagnosis of a language-based disorder such as Dyslexia, Reading Disorder, or 

Processing Disorder. The breakdown of diagnoses is displayed in Table 1.  
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Table 1: LLD Participant Diagnoses  

 
 

ADHD Dyslexia Reading 

Disorder 
Processing 

Difficulties 
Dyscalculia Spelling 

Disorder 
Difficulty with 

Transfer of 

Information  

LLD 1 X X      

LLD 2 X X    X  

LLD 3  X      

LLD 4 X X      

LLD 5   X     

LLD 6 X X      

LLD 7  X      

LLD 8  X      

LLD 9  X   X  X 

LLD 10  X      

LLD 11  X    X  

LLD 12  X      

LLD 13 X   X    

LLD 14 X X      

TOTALS 6 12 1 1 1 2 1 

 Table 2 provides participant characteristics and mean scores on standardized 

measures. The mean scores on standardized measures of LLD and TD were compared to 

determine differences between the two groups. A two sample t-test revealed no 

significant differences in standard scores between the LLD group and the control group, 

ts < -1.6, ps> 0.123. 

Table 2: Participant characteristics and mean standardized test scores 

 Age 

Range 

(Yrs.) 

Male: 

Female 

Ratio 

Education 

(Yrs.) 

K-BIT- 

IIa 

PPVT-

IVb 
MDc NWRd Se Wf Gg 

LLD 20.85 7:7 15.57 107.35 110.14 11.21 7.64 96.71 96.81*  97.63 

TD 20.74 7:7 15.80 101.5 109.91 12.08 7.16 99.83 103.9* 101 

a. Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test- Second Edition b. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test- Fourth Edition c. 

Memory for Digits subtest of Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing; d. Non-word Repetition subtest 

of Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing e. Test of Adolescent and Adult Language: Spoken Language 

f. Test of Adolescent and Adult Language: Written Language g.  Test of Adolescent and Adult Language: 

General 
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STIMULI 

 

 The stimuli consisted of 12 lists with 12 words each. The stimuli were adapted 

from Watson et al. (2003). The stimuli on each list were related to a critical unpresented 

word (i.e., a critical lure) semantically (semantic lists), phonologically (phonological 

lists), or both semantically and phonologically (hybrid lists). Each participant received 

four semantic lists, four phonological word lists, and four hybrid lists with words. Table 3 

shows an example of each type of list used in this study. A complete list of the stimuli 

can be found in the Appendix. Two female native English speakers with a standard 

American accent recorded the stimuli using a Digital Voice Editor. The recordings were 

segmented into individual sound files, each containing one set of words.  

Table 3: Examples of Presented Word List Stimuli by List Type  

 Critical 

Unpresented 

Word 

 

Presented Word List 

Semantic List DOG hound, puppy, bite, mutt, pet, beware, bone, tail, cat, 

animal, paw, poodle 

Phonological List DOG log, dodge, dug, hog, bog, doff, daub, cog, dock, dawn, fog, 

dig 

Hybrid List DOG log, puppy, dug, mutt, bog, beware, daub, tail, dock, 

animal, fog, poodle 

PROCEDURES 

 

 Stimulus lists were presented through the use of prerecorded audio files on an Altec 

Lansing Multimedia Computer Speaker System ACS95W from a Dell Computer. The 

participants were given the following instructions: ―Now you are going to listen to lists of 
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words.  Please listen carefully and try to remember as many words as you can. When you 

are done listening, I will ask you to recall the words in no particular order.  There are 12 

words per list. Let’s practice. Are you ready?” After listening to a trial word list, the 

examiner requested the participant to ―Tell me as many words as you can remember.‖ 

Once the participant understood and completed two trial lists, the testing stimuli were 

presented. See Appendix B for an example of the trial practice list with instructions. The 

examiner recorded the order of the recalled responses on a separate page.  When a 

participant could no longer remember or recall stimuli, they provided a verbal response 

(e.g., ―That’s all.” or ―I don’t know.”). If only a pause was provided with no verbal 

termination stated, the examiner confirmed the participant‘s completion of their attempt 

to recall stimuli.  

 The three list types were presented in three different blocks with standardized 

testing administered in between each block.  Order of list type was counterbalanced. Each 

list type had three different versions to control for order effects. The twelve lists used in 

the data analysis were administered in a pre-determined order, so that no two participants 

per group received the same set of lists. Details regarding stimulus construction and 

counterbalancing can be found in Delahoussaye (2011). After the participant signed their 

consent form and completed a case history questionnaire, the trial testing began. 

Following the practice trials the first set of four word lists were presented. Between the 

first and second experimental blocks, the participant completed the TOAL-II. Between the 

second and the third experimental blocks, the participant completed the PPVT-IV. Upon 

completion of the last experimental block, the participant completed the K-BIT-II 
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Matrices, the Non-word Repetition subtest, and the Digit Memory subtest of the C-

TOPP.   

 The session was administered in a sound-treated room at the Speech and Hearing 

Clinic at the University of Texas at Austin campus. During administration of the list 

recall task, the participant was seated in a chair facing the computer‘s speaker, which was 

approximately 1.5 feet away. The examiner faced the computer to control the audio files.    

CODING 

 

 Each testing session was recorded on a Sony IC Recorder ICD MX20 digital voice 

recorder. The participant‘s recall responses were entered into an Excel spreadsheet by 

order of recall.  The responses were then coded into ten categories: 1) correct; 2) critical 

lure; 3) phonological intrusion; 4) semantic intrusion; 5) phonological/semantic intrusion; 

6) inflection error; 7) previous list error; 8) previous list error/phonological intrusion; 9) 

repetition; and 10) unrelated error. These categories were determined and agreed upon by 

the author and the primary supervisor, who considered previous false memory studies and 

previous category coding in the development of this list. A critical lure was defined as 

recall of the unpresented critical item. A phonological intrusion was coded when a 

response had the same onset (vowel, consonant, or consonant cluster) and the same 

number of syllables, or rhymed with a word from the presented list (e.g., rain- pain, hour- 

power). A semantic intrusion was coded when the participant‘s response related in 

meaning to a presented word through a categorical (e.g., up-down), functional (e.g., bike-

ride), descriptive (e.g., wood-stick), thematic (e.g., jump-run, bacon-eggs), causal (e.g., 
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sick-sneeze), or part-whole relationship (e.g., finger-hand) (Dearden, 2010). A 

phonological/semantic intrusion was coded if a response fit the criteria for both 

categories. If a participant said a target word, but changed the word morphologically, it 

was coded as an inflection (e.g., letter-letters, write-writing). A previous list error was 

coded when a participant recalled a presented word they heard from a previous list during 

the testing session. A previous list/phonological intrusion was coded when a response 

occurred in a previous list and it was phonologically related to a word presented in the 

current list. If a participant repeated a response more than once, it was coded as a 

repetition. An unrelated error was coded when a participant‘s response did not fit into any 

of the previously listed categories. A list of error types and example responses can be 

found in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Error Types and Example Responses 

Error Types Example Responses 

Critical Lure- Subjects said critical unpresented 

word. 

CAR: auto, drive, engine, wreck, car, garage 

(‗Car’ is the critical unpresented word.) 

Phonological Intrusion- Response had same onset 

(vowel, consonant, or consonant cluster) and same 

number of syllables, or rhymed with a word from 

the presented list. 

BALL: doll, bile, bail, wall, pall, bell, pail 

(‘Pail’ rhymes with ‘bail’ and it have the same 

onset as ‘pall’).  

Semantic Intrusion-Response was semantically 

related to any word from the list. 

FACE: beard, mask, brow, eyes, mouth 

(‗Brow’ is categorically related to ‗face’.) 

Phonological/Semantic Intrusion- Response fit the 

criteria for phonological and semantic intrusion 

CAR: wreck, drive, par, tire, park 

(‘Park’ phonologically differs by one phoneme 

and is categorically related to ‗car‘.) 

Inflection-Response was a different form of a 

presented word. 

PEN: pan, hen, erasing, pal, paper  

(‘Erasing’ is the verb and action, but the 

presented word was the noun, ‗eraser’.  

Previous List- Response was a word from a list 

presented previously within the testing session and 

fit the criteria for phonological intrusion. 

BALL: throw, play, soccer, bell, dad  

(‗Dad’ was presented in the list prior to ―BALL‖ 

and it is not phonologically or semantically 

related to any words in this list.) 

Repetition- A correct/false memory response was 

repeated within the recall period for a particular list.  

RAIN: thunder, wind, puddle,  cloud, puddle 

(Although the first response of ‗puddle’ was 

coded as correct, the next production was coded 

as a repetition.  

Unrelated- Response did not fit any of the above 

criteria as judged by researchers. 

CAR: auto, trunk, scar, finish, truck  

(‗Finish’ is neither related to the list 

phonologically nor semantically, and it does not 

fit any criteria specifications on our list. 

 

RELIABILITY 

 

 All recalled responses were entered in a spreadsheet by an undergraduate student 

and all memory intrusion errors were coded by the author. To verify reliability of 

transcription, a graduate student in the Communication Sciences and Disorders 

Department listened to all of the audio recordings to check each response. To verify 

reliability of coding, the same graduate student randomly selected four samples from 

each participant group (28% of the sample) and independently coded all memory 
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intrusions using the error type coding scheme presented in Table 4. Point-by-point 

agreement between the two coders was .988 for the TD group and .979 for the LLD 

group.  
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Results 

CRITICAL LURE INTRUSIONS 

 

 A mixed-model ANOVA was performed with group (LLD, TD) as the between-

participant variable and list type (semantic, phonological, hybrid) as the within-

participant variable, and the proportion of critical lure intrusions as the dependent 

measure. The effect of group approached significance, F (1, 26) = 3.48, p = .07, ŋp
2
= .12. 

The TD group (M = .38, SE = .03) showed a numerically, but not statistically higher 

number of lure intrusions than the LLD group (M = .29, SE = .03). The main effect of list 

type was significant, F (2, 52) = 27.22, p < .001, ŋp
2
= .51. Lure intrusions were more 

common for the hybrid lists (M = .54, SE = .04) than for both phonological  (M=.31, SE = 

.04) and semantic lists (M = .14, SE = .04), p < .001 for both cases. Critical lure 

intrusions were also more common for the phonological than the semantic lists, p = .009. 

The interaction between group and list type was not significant. These patterns are 

presented in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Proportion of critical lure intrusions by list type and group 
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OUTPUT POSITION OF CRITICAL LURE 

 

   The LLD and TD groups recalled different numbers of words; therefore, to 

account for this difference we compared the output position of recall of the critical items 

as proportions. We converted the numbers into proportions by dividing the output 

position of the critical lure by the total number of items recalled on that list. Table 5 

displays the relative output position of the critical lure as a function of list type and 

group.  The proportions indicate that the LLD and TD groups were similar in the relative 

output position for the critical lure and both groups recalled the lure about two-thirds into 

the recalled items for the semantic and phonological lists, and about half way into the 

hybrid lists.   

Table 5: Relative Output Position for the Critical Item as a Function of List Type 

and Group 

Group Type Semantic Phonological Hybrid 

LLD 0.79 0.74 0.54 

TD 0.79 0.67 0.56 

NON-CRITICAL LURE INTRUSIONS  

 

 Table 6 presents the average number of non-critical lure intrusions for each list 

type and each group.  The number of non-lure intrusions was very low overall. For each 

of the eight types of non-false memory intrusions, a group by list type ANOVA was 

conducted. However, these results should be interpreted with caution due to the low level 

of intrusions.  The comparisons revealed a significant list type effect for the production of 

phonological intrusion, F (2, 52) = 20.17, p < .001, ŋp
2
= .44, and the production of 
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intrusions that were inflections of words on the lists, F (2, 52) = 4.55, p = .015, ŋp
2
= .15. 

The phonological lists (M =.455, SE = .086) elicited a higher number of phonological 

intrusions than the semantic (M = .009, SE = .009), and hybrid (M = .125, SE = .031) 

lists, p < .001 in both cases; the latter two list types were not different from each other. 

The semantic lists (M =.116, SE = .033) elicited a greater number of inflection intrusions 

than the phonological lists (M = .009. SE = .009), p = .014; the hybrid lists did not differ 

from either. 

Table 6: Mean Number of Non-critical Intrusions per List as a Function of List 

Type, Group, and Intrusion Type  

 Semantic Phonological Hybrid 

 LLD TD LLD TD LLD TD 

Phonological 0.018 0 0.375 0.536 0.143 0.107 

Semantic  0.054 0.089 0 0 0.018 0.071 

P+S 0.036 0 0.018 0 0.018 0.036 

Inflection 0.107 0.125 0.018 0 0.089 0.071 

Previous list 0 0.018 0.036 0.125 0.024 0.054 

PL+P 0 0 0.071 0.036 0.036 0.018 

Repetition 0.179 0.161 0.089 0.071 0.089 0.107 

Unrelated  0.018 0 0.071 0.036 0.024 0.056 

Note. P + S: mixed phonological and semantic intrusions; PL + P = intrusions were from 

previous lists and were also phonologically related to a presented word.  
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Discussion 

 This present study used a variant of the DRM procedure to investigate memory 

intrusions in young adults with and without LLD.  Individuals with and without LLD 

demonstrated many similarities in memory intrusions on a list recall task. Both groups 

were sensitive to list type differences and showed the highest number of critical lure 

intrusions for hybrid lists and the lowest number of such intrusions for semantic lists. The 

critical lure was produced relatively earlier in hybrid lists than the other two list types.  

Despite these similarities, the TD group showed a tendency to generate more critical lure 

intrusions than the LLD group. These patterns are discussed below. 

GROUP SIMILARITIES 

 

 Contrary to our prediction, memory intrusions are qualitatively and quantitatively 

similar between individuals with and without LLD as there was no significant group 

difference in any of the subtypes of intrusion errors. This outcome is not surprising given 

that the two groups also performed similarly on all standardized measures. These 

similarities could be explained by the caliber of the young adults who participated in the 

study. Each LLD participant is a current college student, and all are students at a top 

ranked public or private university. Similar to previous investigations (e.g., Fidler et al., 

2011; Isaki et al., 2008), our participants with LLD may represent the mild end of the 

LLD continuum, as their LLD diagnosis did not impact their ability to continue their 

education and succeed. In addition, we did not have information regarding the onset of 
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LLD in these participants; it is possible that performance patterns may be different 

between those who have a childhood diagnosis of LLD and those who receive the 

diagnosis later in life.  

 Both groups demonstrated a robust list type effect on the recall of the critical lure. 

Specifically, similar to the findings of Watson and colleagues (2001, 2003) we found that 

hybrid lists lead to a super-additive effect in false recall of the critical lure. As illustrated 

in Figure 1, lure intrusions were more common in the hybrid condition than both 

semantic and phonological conditions combined. This finding is best explained by the 

activation-monitoring account of memory intrusions (Roediger & McDermott, 1995). 

According to this account, hearing a word sends spreading activation to both semantically 

and phonologically related words in a speaker‘s lexical network. Because half of the 

words on the hybrid list are semantic associates to the critical lure and half are 

phonological associates to the critical lure, hearing these words activates both the 

semantic and phonological representations of the critical lure. Strong activation of the 

lure together with difficulty monitoring the source of this activation renders the lure 

intrusion highly probable. In a similar vein, we also found that the lure intrusion occurred 

relatively earlier in hybrid lists than in semantic or phonological lists (this is a replication 

of Watson et al., 2001). This finding further corroborates the super-additive effect of 

hybrid lists and suggests that participants are highly susceptible to false recall of the 

critical lure when semantic and phonological activation converges on the same target.  

 In addition, we found a robust phonological similarity effect in that 1) lure 

intrusions were more common for the phonological lists than the semantic lists, and 2) 
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non-lure phonological intrusions were more frequent for the phonological lists than either 

semantic or hybrid lists. Phonological similarity is known to disrupt subvocal rehearsal 

(Baddeley, 2003) because the memory traces of similar words can interfere with each 

other in the phonological store (Coady, Evans, Mainela-Arnold, & Kluender, 2007). Our 

results indicate that both the LLD and the TD participants are equally sensitive to the 

phonological similarity effect. The similar profiles in phonological intrusions between the 

two groups suggest that maintaining the verbatim trace of phonologically similar words is 

a challenging task for all individuals.  

 Finally, we observed a list type effect in the production of intrusions that were 

inflections. Participants generated more inflection errors for words on the semantic lists 

than for the other two types of lists. Closer inspection of inflection errors revealed that 

30% of the inflections consisted of participants dropping the plural morpheme (e.g., ―-s‖) 

from presented words (e.g., ―letter‖ for ―letters,‖ or ―bill‖ for ―bills‖).  The second most 

common form of inflections (21%) consisted of participants dropping the present 

progressive ending  (―-ing‖) (e.g., ―drip‖ for ―dripping‖, ―write‖ for ―writing‖, ―catch‖ 

for ―catching‖). The remaining 49% of inflections were due to the addition of simple past 

tense (e.g., ―-ed‖) or addition of the present progressive (e.g., ―-ing‖), tense changes (e.g., 

―run‖ for ―ran‖), or modifying the word form in to an adjective (e.g., ―cloudy‖ for 

―cloud‖).  Therefore, it appears that inflection errors were associated with specific stimuli 

rather than with semantic lists. The fact that most of the inflectional errors involved 

omission of inflectional morphemes suggested the participants were able to preserve the 
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meaning (or gist traces) of the recalled words despite deviations from the surface form in 

their memory traces.  

GROUP DIFFERENCES 

 

 Although the two groups demonstrated highly similar error profiles in this list 

recall task, there was a trend for the TD participants to show a higher number of critical 

lure intrusions than the LLD participants (p = .07). An inspection of Figure 1 indicates 

that the difference was only apparent in the two conditions that involved processing of 

semantically related words (the semantic and the hybrid condition). There are two 

possible explanations for this discrepancy.  

First, this finding may suggest that the adults with LLD were not as efficient in 

extracting the semantic gist of a list. This could be due to less developed connections in 

their semantic networks (Sheng & McGregor, 2010a). The Fuzzy Trace Theory (Brainerd 

& Reyna, 2002) posits that less mature users of a language rely on verbatim memory 

traces during recall whereas more mature speakers rely on gist traces. This theory was 

used to explain the phonological to semantic shift in memory intrusions in children 

between the 5 to 11 age range. Given that children with LLD have deficits in semantic 

processing (Sheng & McGregor, 2010a, 2010b) and that semantic deficits may persist 

into adulthood (Fidler et al., 2011; Tomblin et al., 1992), it is possible that the adults with 

LLD in the current study were not as apt as their TD counterparts in identifying the 

semantic theme that binds the words on the semantic and hybrid lists.  
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 Alternatively, the lower occurrence of lure intrusions may indicate a stronger 

source monitoring mechanism among the adults with LLD. This interpretation would 

suggest that the adults with LLD were better at resisting interference from spreading 

activation and differentiating presented words from a highly activated non-presented 

word. However, LLD is often found to co-occur with ADHD, a disorder with executive 

functions that renders the individual vulnerable to the negative impact of interference. Six 

of the participants in the LLD group in fact demonstrated co-occurring ADHD. More 

importantly, the fact that the two groups produced a comparable number of lures in the 

phonological condition suggests that the difference in the other two conditions cannot be 

attributed to a general source monitoring process. Future studies should include a larger 

sample size to investigate the reliability of these patterns. Future studies should also 

include assessment of executive functions to shed light on the influence of self-regulation 

skills on recall errors.   

 Note that a majority of the participants in the current study had dyslexia.  

Dyslexia is believed to be a disorder that primarily affects phonological processing, 

representation, and awareness. Deficits in lexical-semantics are considered secondary to 

difficulties in phonological decoding among individuals with dyslexia. However, the 

LLD group differed from the TD group in the semantic and hybrid conditions, but not in 

the phonological condition. This finding raises the possibility that individuals with mild 

dyslexia may be able to outgrow their phonological deficits with remediation or practice. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 To conclude, young adults with and without LLD demonstrated many similarities 

in memory intrusions in a list recall paradigm. Participants were highly susceptible to 

critical lure intrusions when recalling hybrid lists, suggesting spreading activation among 

phonologically-related and semantically-related words. In addition, consistent with 

Baddeley‘s (2003) phonological working memory theory, phonological similarity among 

words appears to lead to interference as it increases the incidence of phonological 

intrusions. Finally, preliminary evidence suggests that adults with LLD are not as 

efficient as their TD counterparts at extracting the gist of semantically-related words. 

This pattern, if replicated using a larger and more heterogeneous sample, may allow for a 

better understanding of the role of semantic and/or phonological encoding in memory 

recall in individuals with LLD and their TD peers. 
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Appendix A: Complete List of Stimuli 

SEMANTIC LISTS 

Semantic List A 

1 WET slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 

2 BAD good  rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil corrupt horrible 

3 BALL bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 

4 CAR auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 

Semantic List B 

5 DOG hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 

6 FACE mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask moustache beard 

7 RIGHT correct perfect equal fair accurate justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 

8 MAN woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
 

 

Semantic List C 

9 PEN ink paper marker eraser pencil writing notebook Bic point mark scribble pal 

10 RAIN umbrella drench weather hail cloud dew pour storm thunder wind puddle acid 

11 MAIL stamp deliver receive bills letters send fax express post zip address envelope 

12 TOP bottom peak hill over roof summit pinnacle zenith apex spin above ceiling 
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PHONOLOGICAL LISTS 

 

Phonological List A 

1 WET vet watt wheat pet west bet wed well net let welt wit 

2 BAD had  lad bat bag bud band dad bide bid pad ad bed 

3 BALL doll bile bail balk wall fall bald pall tall bill bell all 

4 CAR char call care are card carp cot core par scar cart far 
 

Phonological List B 

5 DOG log dodge dug hog bog doff daub cog dock dawn fog dig 

6 FACE fake vase fuss faith lace fail fain ace case fate fame race 

7 RIGHT tight rye rife night bright rile ripe bite rat rot white rice 

8 MAN can moon main fan tan pan mean map van ran mat mad 
 

Phonological List C 

9 PEN pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 

10 RAIN train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 

11 MAIL meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 

12 TOP mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 
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HYBRID LISTS 

 

Version 1 

Hybrid Semantic- Phonological List A 

1 WET slippery watt paint pet dry bet water well soak let saturate wit 

2 BAD good  lad harmful bag villain band trouble bide terrible pad corrupt bed 

3 BALL bounce bile basket balk golf fall tennis pall round bill pitch all 

4 CAR auto call engine are garage carp van core crash scar trunk far 
 

Hybrid Semantic- Phonological List B 

5 DOG hound dodge bite hog pet doff bone cog cat dawn paw dig 

6 FACE mouth vase nose faith frown fail makeup ace head fate moustache race 

7 RIGHT correct rye equal night fair rile left bite angle rot mistake rice 

8 MAN woman moon sir fan super pan person map mister ran uncle mad 
 

Hybrid Semantic- Phonological List C 

9 PEN ink then marker ken pencil pain notebook peg point ben scribble pun 

10 RAIN umbrella main weather wren cloud rave pour brain thunder raid puddle range 

11 MAIL stamp nail receive mile letters make fax sail post mill address maid 

12 TOP bottom stop hill tup roof bop pinnacle cop apex tape above pop 
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Version 2 

Hybrid Phonological- Semantic List A 

1 WET vet damp wheat splash west humid wed dripping net moist welt sponge 

2 BAD had  rotten bat worse bud severe dad awful bid evil ad horrible 

3 BALL doll throw bail bowling wall play bald soccer tall catch bell moth 

4 CAR char drive care wreck card motor cot truck par accident cart tire 
 

Hybrid Phonological- Semantic List B 

5 DOG log puppy dug mutt bog beware daub tail dock animal fog poodle 

6 FACE fake expression fuss eyes lace wrinkle fain cheek case mask fame beard 

7 RIGHT tight perfect rife accurate bright justify ripe turn rat answer white wrong 

8 MAN can guy main boss tan lady mean fellow van bachelor mat con 
 

Hybrid Phonological- Semantic List C 

9 PEN pan paper hen eraser pawn writing fen Bic when mark pine pal 

10 RAIN train drench ran hail pain dew raise storm bane wind rate acid 

11 MAIL meal deliver mate bills hail send mall express veil zip mole envelope 

12 TOP mop peak tap over chop summit tock zenith hop spin taupe ceiling 
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Appendix B: Trial Practice Lists 

Instructions:  

Now you are going to listen to lists of words.  Please listen carefully and try to remember 

as many words as you can. When you are done listening, I will ask you to recall the 

words in no particular order.  There are 12 words per list. Let’s practice. Are you ready? 

 

Examiner: Hit play. 

 

Practice 1 (HAND) 
Word glove finger shake palm thumb wave grip foot fist mitten wash hold 

Answer              

 

Practice 2 (BLACK) 
Word mack block blank lack sack smack track pack snack rack flack bleak 

Answer              
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